[The molecular epidemiological aspects of hiv-infection spreading in Perm region].
Retrospective analysis of HIV-infection spreading in Perm region in conjunction with the genetic characterization of viral subtypes circulated on this territory from 1988 (when 1st case of infection was detected) until 2005 was performed. Analysis of epidemic process allowed to determine three periods of its development basing on both epidemic intensity and nature of circulating HIV-1 subtypes. During 1988 - 1996 (first period), when viral population was heterogenous (simultaneous circulation of three HIV-1 subtypes) with multiple routes of transmission, the epidemic process was characterized by low intensity. High incidence of HIV-infection among injection drug users and high homogeneity of circulated HIV-1 variants (98% of isolated variants belonged to HIV-1 subtype A with low level of genetic variability) were characteristics of the second period lasted from 1997 to 2001. Decrease in HIV-infection incidence in 2002-2005 was accompanied by the increase of HIV-1 transmission through heterosexual contacts and continuation of subtype A predominance between isolates. However increase in heterogeneity of viral population during this period, which manifested as increase of env and pol genes polymorphism, was detected.